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Optum

Sezen Aksu

Sezen Aksu is a bona fide superstar in Turkey. In her 36 year career, she has achieved every possible accolade,
breaking multiple records and barriers. Turkey’s undisputed ‘Queen of Pop’, Sezen has penned over 500 songs and
released 23 albums, officially selling over 20 million copies worldwide and winning some 200 awards in the process. Born
to perform, she has played live to over 4 million people in 1,000 concerts across Turkey, Europe, Asia and America. The
singer songwriter has also nurtured some of Turkey’s biggest talents, including 2003 Eurovision winner Sertab Erener
and pop sensation Tarkan. Sezen’s songs have been sung by 120 different artists with her biggest international hit Kiss
Kiss (Turkish ‘Simarik’) a number one hit in the UK for Holly Valance and in the USA for Stella Soleil.
Optum (‘Kisses’), her World Village label debut, is her 24th release and it is trademark Aksu at her best. Co-produced
with her son Mithat Can, the artist’s inimitable voice tells the Turkish blues of love and life in songs that fuse together the
contemporary sounds of Turkey. From the bouncy ska rhythms of Ayar, to the poppy Arabesque of Aska Sukredim, and
the fun Romany beats of Ah Felek Yordun Beni. In the slow and beautiful ballad Sayim, she adapts intimate lyrics about
kissing a lover from a poem by renowned writer Turkish Cemal Süreya, which also influenced the name of the album.
The singer wanted to convey the same warm feelings a person does when they sign a postcard or birthday card with a
kiss.
To date Optum has sold 100,000 copies in Turkey. The first track Unuttun Mu Beni? has had over one million hits on
YouTube. This new international edition, with extra sleeve notes (in English, French & German), will bring Sezen to the
attention of a whole new audience. 
Sezen Aksu appears in the UK at the Royal Albert Hall on 20th October.
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Haïti Debout

Bélo
 

 

Belo is an on-the-rise Haitian singer, songwriter, and musician who since winning the "Best Discovery of 2006" prize from
Radio France International has performed to audiences across Africa, Europe, the USA and the Caribbean. One of the
most well-regarded young artists in his beloved homeland of Haiti, Jean Belony Murat aka "BelO" is a 30-year-old
socially-minded ragga/folk singer (he calls it ragganga) whose message of peace and unity resonates across all cultures
and whose music reflects resiliency and the spirit of his nation, especially post-earthquake.
"Haiti Debout" is dedicated to Haiti and the strength of the Haitian people. With this his third album, Belo took a step
further into the roots sound exploring the Haitian "Rasin" rhythms and African flavors where we notice the presence of
the talking drum and other similar percussions. During his travels, BelO met numerous musicians who wanted to share
the love he has for his country by contributing a part of their culture to the album; hence Blick Bassy from Cameroon,
Sael from Martinique and Thierry Fanfant from Guadeloupe, plus several musicians from Africa and his usual Haitian
entourage.
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Boris Efremov 
Moscow Chorus of Horn Players
Ensemble Ulitsa

Russia : The Tradition of Wind Instruments

Boris Efremov 
Moscow Chorus of Horn Players
Ensemble Ulitsa

This CD includes recordings of two groups conducted by Boris Efremov: the Moscow Chorus of Horn Players and the
Folk Ensemble Ulitsa. The basic focus of their activity is the revival of Russian traditions from the 18th and 19th
centuries, especially those of wind instruments –such as horn, overtone flute, panpipes, vertical flute, shepherds'
trumpet– and violin or balalaika.
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Fumie Hirara - koto
Sozan Chiaki Kariya - shakuhachi

Japan-Koto & Shakuachi

Fumie Hirara / Sozan Chiaki Kariya

On this album we hear the great virtuosity of Fumie Hirara on the koto, sometimes known as ‘the Japanese harp’, and
the subtle playing of Sôzan Chiaki Kariya, a master of the shakuhachi flute. Contemporary compositions are included, as
well as much older pieces, some of them attributed to the founder of koto music, Yatsuhashi Kengyô (1614-1685).

Sôzan Chiaki Kariya, who was born in Hyogo, near Osaka, took up the shakuhachi with his father at the age of thirteen.
He received the title of Grand Master – Dai Shihan – of the Tozan School, and became its representative in France. He
also studied the cello at the Paris Conservatoire (CNSM) with Maurice Gendron and Jacqueline Heuclin. In addition to his
activities as a concert artist, Sôzan Chiaki Kariya teaches the shakuhachi and the cello.

Fumie Hihara took up the koto at the age of nine, then the shamisen (an unfretted three-stringed lute) when she was
fifteen. She went on to follow the course in traditional Japanese music at the Tokyo National University of Fine Arts and
Music, from which she graduated in 1998. She then launched into a multi-faceted career, playing solo and with other
musicians, and composing, improvising and arranging. Fumie Hihara performs all types of music, both traditional and
modern. She has been teaching the koto since 2000, in Tokyo, Yamanashi and more recently in Paris. She appears at
many European festivals.
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Native American Indian

L'il Bear Singers

An exceptional and rare recording, respecting the authenticity of this music. Recorded in Hopi Indian Reservation,
Arizona, with the Lil'Bear Singers, the name of a group of four singers. Here they pay tribute to the culture and traditions
of their ancestors.
Lil’Bear Singers is the name of a group of four brothers, who are both singers and musicians. For several years now,
they have taken part in powwows and have presented their art all over the world. Such cultural events are aimed to show
how the Indians of North America have preserved their culture and traditions.
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Keith Tippett - piano keyboard & interior,
pebbles, maraca, woodblocks, music box 
Julie Tippetts - voice, seed pods, Balinese
xylophone, toy xylophone, struck thumb piano 
Paul Dunmall - tenor & soprano saxes 
James Gardiner-Bateman - alto sax 
Peter Fairclough - drums (cymbal sculptures by
Steve Hubback)
Kevin Figes - alto & baritone saxes 
Thad Kelly - double bass 
Ben Waghorn - tenor sax, bass clarinet

From Granite To Wind

Keith Tippett Octet

Ogun is extremely proud to present a new jazz suite by the internationally acclaimed composer, arranger, improviser and
pianist Keith Tippett. “From Granite To Wind” marks the debut of Tippett’s new Octet, which features both old and new
collaborators including Mujician’s Paul Dunmall, and former Tommy Chase Band saxophonist Ben Waghorn.
A continuous performance, “From Granite To Wind” is an evolving flux of different forms and colours, reinterpreting
elements of the great jazz tradition through Tippett’s idiosyncratic musical language.

also available by Keith Tippett:
OGCD034 Live at the Purcell Room
OGCD030 A Loose Kite...
OGCD010/011 Frames (Keith Tippett's Ark) (2CD)
EDN1009 Live at Le Mans (2CD)
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Steve Coleman: alto sax
Jen Shyu: vocals
Jonathan Finlayson: trumpet
Tim Albright: trombone
Thomas Morgan: bass
Tyshawn Sorey: drums
Marcus Gilmore: drums
Ramón García Pérez: percussion

The Mancy of Sound

Steve Coleman & Five Elements

The Mancy of Sound is the follow-up release from influential alto saxophonist and composer Steve Coleman to last
year’s critically acclaimed Harvesting Semblances and Affinities. That album was a statement of purpose that announced
the return of Coleman to popular consciousness. The CD was named by Ben Ratliff in the New York Times as his #1
album of 2010 and was also voted among the top ten releases of 2010 in both the Jazz Times and Village Voice Critics
Polls.
Of course Coleman has never really been away. He has maintained an active schedule performing internationally. Just
as important, his influence on successive generations of jazz musicians continues to grow. Interviewed in The Wall Street
Journal, pianist and composer Vijay Iyer said: "It's hard to overstate Steve's influence. He's affected more than one
generation, as much as anyone since John Coltrane.” You’ll find Coleman’s mark all over the advances that jazz has
made rhythmically since he helped spearhead the MBase movement some 25 years ago.
The Mancy of Sound finds Coleman at his creative peak, incorporating a lifetime of research into cycles found in nature
and astronomy into his musical methods. He had been working on a musical version of this approach for some time, but
was able to further develop this concept during his month-long curatorial residency in 2007 at The Stone, the New York
performance space. The music on this release as well as on Harvesting is the direct result of those explorations.
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Synastry

Jen Shyu
Mark Dresser

Synastry is a partnership between the ground breaking vocalist Jen Shyu and master bassist Mark Dresser that
demonstrates new possibilities for vocal and bass improvisation. They reveal a remarkable chemistry together, evoking a
range of emotions from plaintively wistful to emotionally intense, with lyrical imagery that is fantastically surreal. A
member since 2003 of influential saxophonist Steve Coleman’s band Five Elements, Shyu is well known for her tonally
exacting and rhythmically incisive singing. On Synastry, accompanied only by Dresser’s acoustic bass, her voice is
thrown into stark relief, giving full evidence to her complete control of microtonal shadings, her deep sense of rhythm,
and highly developed ear for lyrical and melodic improvisation. In addition to English and Chinese, she sings in a wholly
improvised vocalese that utilizes phonemes derived from her fluency of seven different languages learned through her
research of indigenous music in Indonesia, East Timor, China, Taiwan, Brazil and Cuba. Dresser, who is well known for
using extended technique to tap the full sonic potential of the acoustic bass, envelops Shyu’s voice in an aura of intimate
mystery. 
What makes Synastry special is the musical cohesion between Shyu and Dresser. Shyu says of their partnership: “When
Mark and I did our first session, we found that it opened so many new opportunities for space and sound exploration that
we never felt the need to include other instruments. Together we really push the possibilities of each of our instruments,
exposing their full range in texture and musical function in a way that we feel is unique in the lineage of voice and bass
duos.“
A central figure in avant garde jazz for more than three decades, Dresser has appeared on over 130 albums including
nearly 30 as leader or co-leader. He has recorded and performed with Anthony Braxton, Tim Berne, Anthony Davis,
Dave Douglas, Joe Lovano, Roswell Rudd, Henry Threadgill, Dawn Upshaw, John Zorn and many others. He’s currently
in the cooperative group Trio M with pianist Myra Melford and drummer Matt Wilson. Dresser contributes five of the
eleven compositions on Synastry. Just as important, he brings with him virtuoso technique and the imagination to put it
all to work. Not content just to provide support, Dresser constantly varies his attack, often quick-changing between arco
and pizzicato while paying constant attention to texture, timbre and dynamics. 
A child prodigy on the violin and piano, Shyu was accomplished enough to place sixth at the Stravinsky International
Piano Competition at the age of 11. She also studied ballet and theater and later majored in classical voice at Stanford
University. She sings in multiple languages, including English, Portuguese, Spanish, Mandarin, Taiwanese, Tetum, and
Pinuyumayan (a Taiwanese indigenous language). She also regularly accompanies herself on piano; erhu, a Chinese
spike fiddle; Taiwanese moon lute; and East Timorese lakado. 
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Bobby Bradford / John Carter Quartet - Comin' On

Bobby Bradford
John Carter

Though revolutionary for its time, the group’s music does not betray its age; the musical syntax is not so unfamiliar now –
our ears have grown over time to meet it on common ground – and its values have proven time-tested and substantial.
All of which combine to make Carter and Bradford’s recorded reunion, here, from 1988, an Event. – Art Lange, 2011
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Matthew Shipp - Duos

Matthew Ship

If Shipp’s group recordings embody his fluctuating musical-conceptual-social ethos, and his solo discs deliver his
keyboard language in concentrated form, duets are his language’s testing ground, and his choices of partner can clue
you to what he wants to say. On these recordings with violinist Mat Maneri and electric guitarist Joe Morris, the pianist let
it be known that he would no more be bounded by any orthodoxy of ecstatic jazz than by the mainstream variety.  – Bill
Mayer
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Nils Landgren / trombone & vocals
Michael Wollny / piano
Lars Danielsson / bass
Rasmus Kihlberg / drums

Special Guests:
Joe Sample / piano 
João Bosco / guitar & vocals
Richard Galliano / accordion 
Steve Gadd / drums
Caecilie Norby / vocals 
NDR Bigband
Stockholm Philharmonic Orchestra

The Moon, The Stars and You

Nils Landgren

Jazz has always had a certain fascination for the moon. After love, it is one of the more common topics for jazz
standards, and for Nils Landgren is no exception. For some time he has planned a ballad album as a sequel to his highly
successful “Sentimental Journey”, which according to the newspaper Die Welt “stole the hearts of the
audience”. “The moon and the stars are just wonderful to look at – especially with someone special. The moon is closely
connected with love,” says Landgren, showing his romantic side. “I knew that there are so many good songs about the
moon to choose from.” These songs include jazz standards, such as Henry Mancini’s “Moon River” or Herbie Hancock’s
“Stars in Your Eyes”, as well as folk and pop songs like Kris Kristofferson’s “Please Don’t Tell Me How The Story Ends”
or “Moonshadow” by Cat Stevens, and he also includes South American song by Kurt Weill called “Holofotes” alongside
his own compositions. As such, “The Moon, the Stars and You” has grown into a concept album with a whole spectrum of
different moods - meditative, longing, occasionally funky yet continuously inspired and swinging.
Time after time, one is amazed how Landgren manages to find the ideal moment and framework for his projects,
considering the myriad of tasks he has undertaken. Landgren is not only one of the best trombonists in the world and a
great singer with a unique voice, but he also serves the jazz scene in many other roles: as a member and
director of jazz orchestras, such as the NDR Big Band or the Bohuslän Big Band (with whom he recently released “Don’t
Fence Me In – The Music of Cole Porter” on ACT). He also fronts his famous Funk Unit, collaborates with one of his
many musical colleagues and appears as a member of Joe Sample’s Jazz Crusaders. He is also artistic director of the
JazzFest in Berlin, regularly plays at Jazz Baltica, holds a professorship at the Hamburg University of Music and has
been the producer and mentor of many Swedish singers, serving as the driving force behind the international
breakthrough for artists such as such as Rigmor Gustafsson, Viktoria Tolstoy and Ida Sand.
Landgren used all of his experiences and contacts on this journey to the moon and stars. “This time it was quite a lot of
work,” he says. “When I’m with musicians who I’d like to do something with, I always try to take the opportunity and
record something together with them. It is great when musicians you know and truly admire get excited about your
project. One example is Joe Sample - I am a member of his Jazz Crusaders and together with him we released the
album “Creole Love Call” on ACT. When he was composing a production for the NDR Big Band, I asked him if he wanted
to join in on a couple of songs – which he did, and he even brought his drummer Steve Gadd along.”
With “The Moon, the Stars and You“, Landgren was able to fulfil some wishes that he had long been waiting to realise.
“For instance, I’ve been keen on doing something together with Richard Galliano for a while, and vice versa.” Galliano’s
unmistakable accordion sound, occasionally sounding like a blues harmonica, provides “Moonshadow” and “Moonriver”
with completely new musical shades. “The whole project started with Richard and after that I knew I was headed in the
right direction,” Landgren says. One by one, famous friends and colleagues joined in; singer Caecilie Norby, who brought
along her own song „Angels of Fortune“; Vince Mendoza, who arranged Jimmy Webb’s hymnic “The Moon’s a Harsh
Mistress” for the NDR Big Band and Kurt Weill’s “Lost in the Stars” for the Stockholm Philharmonic Orchestra”.
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Viktoria Tolstoy / vocals
Jacob Karlzon / piano, keyboards
Krister Jonsson / guitars
Mattias Svensson / bass
Rasmus Kihlberg / drums

Special Guests:
Nils Landgren / trombone & vocals
Magnus Lindgren / woodwinds

Letters To Herbie

Viktoria Tolstoy

Herbie Hancock is without doubt one of the few remaining greats of jazz as a pianist and composer. Of late he has been
playing jazz, rock and pop standards with a number of prominent guests - on “Possibilities” (2005) and most recently on
“The Imagine Project” he joined up with global stars like Santana, Sting, Christina Aguilera and Pink to perform a range
of popular classics. Now the tables have turned, and rather than Herbie covering the music of other artists, a fan of the
71-year-old has written a series of musical “Letters to Herbie” – ACT’s star Viktoria Tolstoy has recorded 12 songs for
(and in most cases by) Herbie Hancock. 
Viktoria Tolstoy has been a great admirer of Hancock since her early youth and the idea to do a tribute project has been
with her for a while. “I think it was in 2004,” says Tolstoy, “at the Jazz Baltica Festival in Salzau, when I had the privilege
to share the stage with Herbie and his band, including the amazing Wayne Shorter. As usual, after that there was a big
late night jam session going on. I was sitting behind the drums and had just started to play, when someone called
‘Viktoria, Herbie is expecting you – he wants to have dinner with you!’ I immediately dropped the drumsticks and went
downstairs, where Herbie and his entire band were already waiting for me. I was seated directly opposite my idol and
next to Wayne Shorter. It was a truly surreal experience and I enjoyed every second of it!”
Needless to say, it was Hancock’s openness towards pop, soul and funk which won Viktoria Tolstoy over. She herself
found widespread acclaim with her pop influenced ‘90s album “White Russian” (which she recorded with the Esbjörn
Svensson Trio), and ever since she has remained true to melodic jazz spiced up with Scandinavian, Russian or
American pop and folk music. With “Letters to Herbie” Tolstoy was faced with a tough choice. “It was not easy to select
12 out of the huge amount of songs, but I just listened to my heart.” Her smart decision was not to pick the biggest hits,
such as “Cantaloupe Island” or “Watermelon Man”, which have already been covered too often. Her choice of songs fits
together perfectly, although the selection covers Hancock’s different musical eras. The focus is largely on the songs of
his funky ‘80s era, with selections such as “I Thought It Was You” or “Give It All Your Heart”, but classics are also
included; Hancock’s “Butterfly” or Coltrane’s “Naima”, of which Hancock recorded a thrilling version in 2002. 
Whether its ballads like “Chan’s Song“, or groovy pieces like the bonus track “Come On, Come Over“, Tolstoy’s versions
sound timeless, neither artificial nor deliberately, ostentatiously modern. All of them are carried by Viktoria’s voice, which
gives the music a special touch with its incredible clarity and imaginativeness. The overall effect also has a lot to do with
the wonderfully attuned band, particularly Nils Landgren. As well as producing the album and playing the trombone, he
wrote the title song himself and sings it with Tolstoy and Magnus Lindgren, telling the story of Viktoria’s encounter with
Hancock. Tolstoy’s longstanding pianist, Jacob Karlzon, accepts the challenge of taking the seat of the master and
convinces with impressive solos on piano and a variety of tones and colours on keyboard and Fender Rhodes, while
Matthias Svensson on bass and Rasmus Kihlberg on drums provide the silky, groovy rhythms. Krister Johnsson’s guitar
is strongly influenced by soul music, occasionally evoking George Benson (but not forgetting the funky wah-wah-pedal),
and the impressive brass sections were played and arranged by Magnus Lindgren.
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Ida Sand / vocals, piano & keyboards
Mattias Thorell / guitars
Thobias Gabrielsson / bass
Andres Hedlund / drums & percussion

Special Guests:
Raul Midón / vocals 
Nils Landgren / trombone
Joe Sample / piano 
Magnus Lindgren / woodwinds
Steve Gadd / drums 
The ACT Jubilee Singers / backing vocals

The Gospel Truth

Ida Sand

Ida Sand's third ACT CD "The Gospel Truth", signals a return to her roots and a unique combination of European and
American soul. The Gospel Truth presents the Swedish singer following on musically from her 2007 ACT debut, Meet Me
Around Midnight", which captivated listeners with a sound which was "distinctively earthy, soaked with the blood of the
blues, saturated by gospel, weathered by jazz and infected by soul" (Jazzthing).
Ida Sand's career began with the church choir. Her father was a well known Swedish opera singer and her mother is still
a church organist. As such, Ida learnt to play not only the cello and piano but also sang in several choirs from the age of
eight. It was not only Scandinavian choir music that influenced her but also America's gospel choirs. With the world hit
"Oh Happy Day" by the Edwin Hawkins Singers, a gospel craze swept across Sweden in the early seventies which in turn
led to gospel queen Mahalia Jackson becoming one of Ida's very earliest
influences alongside the Swedish gospel pianist Per-Erik Hallin. Captivated by this music, Ida soon discovered the world
of soul and fell in love with its masters, such as Ray Charles and Aretha Franklin.
"I grew up with a clear idea of religion," says Ida Sand. "This has changed a bit now that I'm an adult but I still carry the
belief with me, deep in my heart." Her latest album, The Gospel Truth, is the musical expression of this sentiment and
many of the songs on it have been with the singer for a long time. "For example, I have never sung
Nina Simone's I Wish I Knew How It Would Feel to Be Free before but it is one of the songs of my childhood."
However, the album doesn't only feature the soul heroes of her childhood like Sam Cooke, Donnie Hathaway and Stevie
Wonder (with a brilliant version of Have a Talk With God). Genuine surprises are also included, such as Madonna's Like
A Prayer, John Hiatt's Have A Little Faith and I Wanna Know What Love Is by the band Foreigner,
which were part of her teenage years and twenties. "It was a challenge to transfer also these songs from my wilder
teenage years to the soul cosmos," explains Sand. "And, of course, I didn't want it to be solely a gospel album which
would have been too one-sided. 
"Vitality, suspense and considerable musical scope are provided not only by Sand's earthy and variable piano playing but
also by select guest stars - in particular Nils Landgren who produced the album together with Siggi Loch, and who plays
not only the trombone but also the trumpet. As Landgren has also been a member of the
famous US band Jazz Crusaders for some time, he was also able to get Joe Sample to join in with his grooving,
murmuring playing of the Fender Rhodes, and the great drummer Steve Gadd on A Change Is Gonna Come. Sand's
husband, Ola Gustafsson, is also featured on the lap steel guitar as is her friend of many years, woodwind
player Magnus Lindgren. A very special track is the magnificent vocal duet with blind singer and guitarist Raul Midón,
who is extremely
prominent back home in the USA.
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Jan Johansson / piano
Georg Riedel / bass
Rune Gustafsson / guitar
NDR-Studioband - NDR Jazzworkshops

In Hamburg

Jan Johansson

With his timeless interpretations of folk songs on 1963’s “Jazz på Svenska” with bassist Georg Riedel, still the
best-selling jazz album of all time in Sweden, pianist Jan Johansson led the way in Swedish jazz during his lifetime. 
Born in 1931, Johansson became known to the general public as a member of Stan Getz’s band in the 1950s, and later
became the first European musician to play on Norman Granz’s famous American “Jazz at the Philharmonic” series. Had
he not died in a car accident at the young age of just 37, he would no doubt have still been held in high regard alongside
other internationally famous European jazz stars such Albert Mangelsdorff. “A lot of people considered him to be the
best. Not only because he played Swedish folk music so uniquely, but also due to his avant-garde side. It was so modern
that even music that young jazz musicians play today is not more progressive than that,” says Riedel.
“Jan Johansson in Hamburg” is an outstanding compilation of material recorded for the NDR between the years 1964
and 1968, including music from the legendary NDR workshops - ranging from some playfully improvised Swedish folk
songs to versions of American standards and Georg Riedel’s own composition “Sommar adjö”. “Our co-operation with
the NDR was of great importance to us and we were there regularly. This was one of the main reasons why Swedish jazz
was so famous in Germany at the time. Producer Hans Gertberg invited several European jazz musicians to the
workshops and also many Swedish ones, recalls Riedel. “The creativity over there was something truly extraordinary.
Usually, we did not play songs out of our normal repertoire, but rather created something special for the  workshops. The
lineup was often especially put together for this occasion.”
Shortly before his death Johansson wrote the music for the first Pippi Longstocking film - a demo tape with the melody of
“Här kommer Pippi Långstrump“ was all that was left after the accident. Riedel continued to work on the film music of
Astrid Lindgren’s books until the 1980s. The world-famous children’s song concludes the album as a tribute to its creator
– a jazz legend who died long before his time.
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Gilad Hekselman - guitar
Mark Turner - tenor saxophone
Joe Martin - bass
Marcus Gilmore - drums

Hearts Wide Open

Gilad Hekselman

A young Israeli guitarist who has been lighting up the New York jazz scene for the last few years, and whose ascent to
international recognition was boosted by winning the Gibson Montreux International Guitar Competition aged just 22. For
this his Le Chant du Monde debut (his third album overall) Hekselman is joined by the great tenor player Mark Turner
plus Joe Martin on bass and Marcus Gilmore on drums.

“One of the most impressive up-and-comers in the jazz world today…Hekselman’s talent may already warrant
comparisons to jazz guitar greats a generation or two older, the likes of Metheny and Rosenwinkel.” Montreal
International Jazz Festival, 2011  
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Freddie Hubbard - trumpet, flugelhorn
Kenny Barron - piano
Buster Williams - bass
Al Foster - drums

Outpost

Freddie Hubbard

Hubbard’s return to straight-ahead jazz following his decade-long excursion into jazz fusion, with superb accompaniment
in the form of Kenny Barron, Buster Williams and Al Foster. Five tracks all recorded in New York in March 1981.
Reissued in the Enja Jazz Classics mid-price series.
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Packaging: digipack
Marvin 'Hannibal' Peterson - trumpet
George Adams - flute, tenor saxophone
Dierdre Murray - cello
Steve Neil - bass
Makaya Tshoko - drums

Hannibal in Antibes

Marvin 'Hannibal' Peterson

Recorded live at the 1977 Antibes jazz festival, this album sees Hannibal Peterson and cohorts cutting loose on two long
(20 minute) tracks Ro and Swing Low Sweet Chariot. Reissued in the Enja Jazz Classics mid-price series. 
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Junior Mance Trio - Softly As In A Morning Sunrise

Veteran pianist Junior Mance has worked and recorded with Jazz greats like Lester Young, Coleman Hawkins, Dizzy
Gillespie, Cannonball Adderley, Lionel Hampton, Art Blakey. He accompanied singers like Dinah Washington and Aretha
Franklin. Since the late 1980s he has been an acclaimed member of New Yorks New School and has given piano
lessons to rising stars like Brad Mehldau, Larry Goldings and Stephen Scott. 
This is a reissue in the Enja Jazz Classics mid-price series of a trio date from 1994, recorded in Munich with Jimmy
Woode on bass and Bob Durham on drums.
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Bossanomia

Hotel Bossa Nova

Liza da Costa and Hotel Bossa Nova have reached another milestone with their third album "Bossanomia“, the first for
the famous Enja imprint, in which the Portuguese-German jazz quartet push more boldly than ever their very particular
take on the Bossa Nova. The Portuguese-Indian singer and musicians Tilmann Höhn (guitar), Alexander Sonntag (string
bass) and Wolfgang Stamm (drums and percussion)branch out in their compositions as if they were tracing the fine veins
of the brightly coloured leaves that decorate the cover of the new album. An intriguing weave of ideas and melodies,
stories and feelings, and tempo and mood changes; an album with bewitching ballads („No tapete escaldante“),
enchanting melodies („Passarinho“)and a way-out suite. 
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Precious & Rare
The Complete 1956-1958
Abbey Lincoln

Precious & Rare: a new series from Le Chant du Monde presenting the complete early works by a selection of the very
finest jazz vocalists. This set combines Abbey Lincoln's first three albums - Abbey Lincoln's Affair; That's Him!; It's Magic
- plus songs from singles and soundtracks including five unreleased tracks.

- Best sounding sources newly re-mastered
 - Rare & Unreleased material
 - 32 page booklet
 - Many unseen contemporary documents
 - Detailed liner notes
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Precious & Rare
The Complete 1956-1960
Nancy Wilson

Precious & Rare: a new series from Le Chant du Monde presenting the complete early works by a selection of the very
finest jazz vocalists. 

 - Best sounding sources newly re-mastered
 - Rare & Unreleased material
 - 32 page booklet
 - Many unseen contemporary documents
 - Detailed liner notes
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Packaging: digipack

Precious & Rare
The Complete 1944-1960
Etta Jones

Precious & Rare: a new series from Le Chant du Monde presenting the complete early works by a selection of the very
finest jazz vocalists. 

 - Best sounding sources newly re-mastered
 - Rare & Unreleased material
 - 32 page booklet
 - Many unseen contemporary documents
 - Detailed liner notes
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Label: Le Chant du Monde
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: 2742047/48
Barcode: 3149024204722
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: digipack

Precious & Rare
The Complete 1955-1959
Nina Simone

Precious & Rare: a new series from Le Chant du Monde presenting the complete early works by a selection of the very
finest jazz vocalists. 

 - Best sounding sources newly re-mastered
 - Rare & Unreleased material
 - 32 page booklet
 - Many unseen contemporary documents
 - Detailed liner notes
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File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: 2742049/50
Barcode: 3149024204920
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: digipack

Precious & Rare
The Complete 1944-1947
Sarah Vaughan

Precious & Rare: a new series from Le Chant du Monde presenting the complete early works by a selection of the very
finest jazz vocalists. 

 - Best sounding sources newly re-mastered
 - Rare & Unreleased material
 - 32 page booklet
 - Many unseen contemporary documents
 - Detailed liner notes
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SHORTY ROGERS, trumpet
JIMMY GIUFFRE, clarinet, tenor sax & baritone
sax
PETE JOLLY, piano
CURTIS COUNCE, bass
SHELLY MANNE, drums
Hollywood, March 1 (tracks 1, 3-6, 9-12)
& March 3 (tracks 2, 7-8 & 13), 1955.

The Swinging Mr Rogers

Shorty Rogers & His Giants
 

 

The complete original album The Swinging Mr. Rogers (Atlantic LP1212). Featuring one of the best Shorty Rogers
quintets ever, with Jimmy Giuffre, Pete Jolly, Curtis Counce and Shelly Manne. This LP opened Rogers’ celebrated
“Martian” song cycle, with the inclusion of the song “Martians Go Home”. The original album contained a selection of
songs from two different sessions. For this complete edition, we have added all of the music recorded during those
sessions which was omitted from the original album.

Includes a 12-page booklet

“This album turns out to be a joy to hear. Shorty plays much more distinctive trumpet when he’s with a small group, for
some reason, and Giuffre is a gas on clarinet (note particularly “Martians Go Home”, which also is recommended as the
title of the year). For the group spirit, for Shorty’s strong horn, for Giuffre’s great reed work, for Shelly’s swing –all the
stars."
***** Downbeat (John Tynan)
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1-4: 
LENNIE TRISTANO, piano
PETER IND, bass (out on 2-3)
JEFF MORTON, drums (out on 2)
Tristano’s home studio, New York, 1954-55.
5-13: LENNIE TRISTANO, piano
LEE KONITZ, alto sax
GENE RAMEY, bass
ART TAYLOR, drums
Live at the Sing Song Room, Confucius
Restaurant, New York, June 11, 1955.

Tristano

Lennie Tristano
 

 

The complete Atlantic LP Lennie Tristano (Atlantic 1224). It includes four tracks recorded by Tristano at his home studio
(a piano solo titled “Requiem” and three experimental trio tracks), plus five quartet songs by the Lennie Tristano Quartet
with Lee Konitz taped at the Confucius Restaurant’s Sing Song Room in New York. Four extra tunes from that Confucius
date have been added here as a bonus.
Includes 12-page booklet

“Lennie Tristano’s first LP in several years is an absorbing one.  Anyone still suspecting his ability to communicate
emotion should hear the naked power in the ‘Requiem’ blues he plays for Charlie Parker. On the ballad sides with Lee,
there is a richer, deeper though never ornamental lyricism than Lennie has shown on records before.
Konitz is lucid, logical, unfailingly interesting, and increasingly emotional.”
***** Downbeat (Nat Hentoff)
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JOHN LEWIS, piano BILL PERKINS, tenor sax
(out on 2 & 5) JIM HALL, guitar (out on 2) 
PERCY HEATH, bass CHICO HAMILTON,
drums Los Angeles, February 10, 1956.
*BONUS TRACKS (11-17):
7-8 & 10-11: John Lewis (p), Jim Hall (g),
George Duvivier (b), Connie Kay (d). New York,
July 29 (tracks 7 & 10-11), and September 9
(track 8), 1960. 9: John Lewis (p), Jim Hall (g),
Percy Heath (b). Music Inn, Lenox,
Massachusetts, August 24, 1957.

2 Degrees East, 3 Degrees West

John Lewis
  

 

John Lewis’ complete 1956 album 2 Degrees East –3 Degrees West (Pacific Jazz PJ1217). It showcases Lewis outside
of his usual MJQ habitat, performing in a quintet setting with Jim Hall, Bill Perkins, Percy Heath and Chico Hamilton.
These are the only existing collaborations of Lewis with either Bill Perkins or Chico Hamilton.
As a bonus, we have added five additional collaborative small group recordings of Lewis and Jim Hall, among them a
second version of the title tune, “2 Degrees East –3 Degrees West”. 
Includes 12-page booklet

2 Degrees East –3 Degrees West
“There is really no highspot to this album, because the performances on all tracks are on a plateau of excellence such as
to make further comparison superfluous. It seems enough to say, however, that this is the sort of album you hope for and
seldom get. This album contains the kind of performances you are forced to think of for hours. You can’t help yourself. Is
there any stronger praise?” 
***** Downbeat (Nat Hentoff)
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ART TATUM piano
LIONEL HAMPTON vibes
BUDDY RICH drums
Los Angeles, California, August 1, 1955.

The Art Tatum - Lionel Hampton - Buddy Rich Trio

The Art Tatum - Lionel Hampton - Buddy Rich Trio
 

 

The complete original LP Tatum/Hampton/Rich (Clef MG C-709), which received a five-star rating in Down Beat. As a
bonus, six additional tunes from the same session. Produced by Norman Granz –who in light of Tatum’s declining health
decided to record him prolifically – the extraordinary music on this CD was made shortly before the pianist’s death, which
took place on November 5, 1956, at the age of 47.
Includes 16-page booklet

“A superbly relaxed and tasteful set of conversations by Lionel, Art, and Buddy. Hampton plays here some of his best,
most consistently inventive vibes in years. Tatum is exhilarating, and seems freer in this trio context than he usually is
when not by himself. Rich is flawless. This is the kind of trialog that is not likely ever to lose its glow. As for swinging, this,
gentlemen, is time.” 
***** Downbeat (Nat Hentoff)
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1-11: The World’s Greatest Gospel Singer
MAHALIA JACKSON, vocals; MILDRED
FALLS, piano; RALPH JONES, organ; ALLEN
HANLON, guitar; FRANK CARROLL, bass;
BUNNY SHAWKER, drums
New York, November 23, 1954.
12-25: Sunday at Newport Jazz Festival 1958
MAHALIA JACKSON, vocals; MILDRED
FALLS, piano; LILTON MITCHELL, organ;
TOMMY BRYANT, bass. Newport Jazz Festival,
Newport, Rhode Island, July 6, 1958.

The World's Greatest Gospel Singer

Mahalia Jackson
  

2 LPs on 1 CD!
Mahalia Jackson’s complete 1954 LP The World’s Greatest Gospel Singer (Columbia CL644), as well as her complete
album Sunday at Newport Jazz Festival 1958 (Columbia CL1244), which has been included here as a bonus. The former
consists of her debut LP for Columbia, while the latter presents the singer live at the celebrated venue with a program
that repeats a number of the songs that were issued on the aforementioned studio album. Both LPs received a 5-star
rating in Down Beat.
Includes 24-page booklet.

The World’s Greatest Gospel Singer:
“The subtitle of this album is The World’s Greatest Gospel Singer, reflecting the consensus that Mahalia has indeed no
visible challengers. As George Avakian notes, gospel singing has its roots in the early Negro spirituals, and the spirituals
are one of the foundation sources of the jazz tradition. That’s why Mahalia’s magnificent album is rated here. This is one
not to be missed.” 
***** Downbeat (Nat Hentoff)

Sunday at Newport Jazz Festival 1958:
“Looking back, Miss Jackson emerges as the single truly outstanding star of Newport ’58. In every way, this set is a
superior recording. Of all the volumes recorded at Newport in recent years, this is the one that stands head and
shoulders above the rest.” 
***** Downbeat (Dom Cerulli)
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Woody Herman, clarinet, alto sax, and leader on
all tracks.
FEATURING
Shorty Rogers, Pete Candoli (tp), Bill Harris (tb),
Stan Getz, Zoot Sims,
Serge Chaloff, Herbie Steward, Flip Phillips, Bill
Perkins, John LaPorta
(reeds), Jimmy Rowles (p), Red Norvo (vib),
Chuck Wayne, Billy Bauer
(g), Chubby Jackson (b), Dave Tough, Buddy
Rich, and Don Lamond (d), among others.

The 3 Herds

Woody Herman
 

 

The Woody Herman band was one of the most popular groups in the world during the 1940s. It combined the beautiful
sound of the leader on clarinet, alto sax, and vocals with the innumerable talents of the group members, both playing and
arranging. Many of them went on to become big names in jazz.
This edition compiles the complete original LP The Three Herds (CL592), which was Herman’s own selection of some of
his hits from the period of 1945 to 1954. Fourteen extra tracks from the same period have been added as a bonus.
Includes 20-page booklet

“Another first-rate George Avakian production, this is ‘a survey of all three of the history-making Herman Herds from
1945-54’. Woody’s own warm, swinging honesty and humor as a person have always been reflected in the music of the
bands he leads. They and he are among the best things that have ever happened to jazz.”  
***** Downbeat (Nat Henfoff)
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DIZZY GILLESPIE & ROY ELDRIDGE trumpet
(also vocals on 5)
OSCAR PETERSON piano 
HERB ELLIS guitar
RAY BROWN bass 
LOUIS BELLSON drums
Los Angeles, October 29, 1954.

Roy & Diz

Dizzy Gillespie & Roy Eldridge
 

 

2 LPs on 1 CD!
Dizzy Gillespie & Roy Eldridge’s complete original LP Roy & Diz (Clef MG C-641), as well as its second volume, Roy &
Diz Vol.2 (Clef MG C-671). Both albums were recorded during a single date that pairs the two stars with Oscar Peterson
on piano, Ray Brown on bass, Herb Ellis on guitar and Louis Bellson on drums. This was the first session ever to feature
Dizzy Gillespie and Roy Eldridge together in the studio
as the sole horns. 
Includes 16-page booklet.

Roy and Diz (Clef MG C-641)
“Roy and Diz play at the top of their competitive form. The up-tempo exchanges are marked by cracking fire and driving
imagination and make for an exciting series of trumpet duels. I wonder how long Chet Baker or Maynard Ferguson could
stand up in that ring?” 
***** Downbeat (Nat Hentoff)
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mary lou williams, piano
wendell marshall, bass (out on 2, 4, 6 & 10)
osie johnson, drums (also congas on 7; out on
2, 4, 6, 8 & 10)
New York, March 8 & 10, 1955.

BONUS ALBUM: Mary Lou (Emarcy LP
MG26033)
mary lou williams (p), buddy banks (b),
jean-louis viale (d).
Paris, France, January 14, 1954.

A Keyboard History

Mary Lou Williams
 

2 LPs ON 1 CD!
Mary Lou Williams’ difficult to find 1955 LP A Keyboard History (Jazztone J1206) in its entirety. Williams is showcased
here in both a trio setting with bassist Wendell Marshall and drummer Osie Johnson on some tunes, as well as solo
piano on many selections.
As a bonus, we have added another complete album by the pianist recorded the previous year in Paris. All ten tracks on
Mary Lou (Emarcy LP MG26033) are trio performances featuring Buddy Banks on bass, and Jean-Louis Viale on drums.
Both albums received a five-star rating in Down Beat magazine.
Includes 16-page booklet

A Keyboard History:
“One of the chief underrated major talents in the history of jazz is Mary Lou Williams, and this is more proof. Called A
Keyboard History, the first side of the LP starts with the ragtime and blues Mary Lou played when a child, moves through
boogiewoogie (in which idiom she’s one of the best), swing, and the modern approach. The second side is all the
contemporary Mary Lou, and reflects the tradition-rich,
modern, constantly individualistic piano she continues to play.” ***** Downbeat (Nat Hentoff)

Mary Lou:
“Recorded first in France for Nicole Barclay’s Blue Star, the recital, with its challenging variety of material, is yet another
illustration of Mary Lou’s enduring greatness. Not only has Mary always been able to absorb –and very often to
foreshadow – the challenging idioms of evolving jazz –but all the jazz advances through the years have been consistently
fused by her into her own illuminatingly personal style.” ***** Downbeat (Nat Hentoff)
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Barney Kessel, guitar
Harry “Sweets” Edison, trumpet
Georgie Auld, tenor sax (on 2, 6-7 & 11)
Bill Perkins, tenor sax (on 3, 5 & 9)
Jimmy Rowles, piano
Al Hendrickson, rhythm guitar
Red Mitchell, bass
Irv Cottler, drums (on 2, 6-7 & 11)
Shelly Manne, drums (on 3, 5 & 9)

To Swing Or Not To Swing

Barney Kessel
 

 

Barney Kessel’s complete original 1955 album To Swing or Not to Swing (Contemporary C3513). This fantastic LP
features Kessel swinging along with Harry “Sweets” Edison, Bill Perkins and Shelly
Manne, and also showcases the guitarist on four tracks backed only by the rhythm section.
As a bonus, we have added a complete 1957 quintet session that also features Shelly Manne, as well as five further
tracks which find Kessel in quintet (with Bob Cooper on tenor sax), quartet and duo formats.
Includes 16-page booklet

“To Swing or Not to Swing is an album that should bring pleasure so long as there are jazz-oriented ears to hear.
Rhythmically, this is one of the happiest recordings of recent years and is a particularly graphic aural definition of the
verb ‘to swing’. As for melodic and harmonic conception, everyone is in very good form, with the most memorable kicks
from Edison and Kessel.” 
***** Downbeat (Nat Hentoff)
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SONNY STITT, alto and tenor sax
BOBBY TIMMONS, piano
EDGAR WILLIS, bass
KENNY DENNIS, drums
New York, May 12, 1957.
*BONUS TRACKS: Sonny Stitt/Sal Salvador
Quintet
Sonny Stitt (as), Gildo Mahones (p), Sal
Salvador (g), Martin Rivera (b), Louis Hayes (d).
Live at the Newport Jazz Festival, Newport,
Rhode Island, July 7, 1958.

Personal Appearance

Sonny Stitt Quartet
 

 

Sonny Stitt’s complete original 1957 quartet album Personal Appearance (Verve MGV8324). The great saxophonist is
accompanied by pianist Bobby Timmons in their only existing collaboration ever.
As a bonus, we have included two quintet tracks (also with Sonny Stitt as the only horn) recorded at the Newport Jazz
Festival the following year.
Includes 12-page booklet

“In rating this five stars, I do not mean to say it is a ‘perfect’ record. Timmons plays well, but this is Stitt’s album, and he is
tremendous. Sonny is all over both his horns, communicating directly and deeply. If you consider yourself a jazz lover,
you should own this set.” 
***** Downbeat (Ira Gitler)
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STAN GETZ, tenor saxophone
BOB BROOKMEYER, valve trombone
JOHN WILLIAMS, piano
TEDDY KOTICK, bass
FRANK ISOLA, drums

Interpretations #2

Stan Getz Quintet
 

 

2 LPs ON 1 CD!
The complete albums Interpretations by the Stan Getz Quintet (Norgran MGN 1000) and Interpretations by the Stan Getz
Quintet #2
(Norgran MGN 1008). Both albums (which were 10-inch LPs) were given a 5-star rating in Down Beat magazine. Three
additional tracks have also been included which complete all of the master takes recorded
by this exact formation of the quintet, with Bob Brookmeyer, John Williams, Teddy Kotick, and Frank Isola. All tracks
recorded in Los Angeles, California, July 27, August 15 & 22, 1953.

Includes 12-page booklet

Interpretations by the Stan Getz Quintet # 1 & 2
“The same is true of both volumes. It is consistently ‘distinguished jazz chamber music’. Everyone blows well and the
sets are well recorded. The one original, a good one, is Brookmeyer’s. Package is factory sealed and on Vol.2 there’s a
fine cover portrait of poll-winner Getz.” ***** Downbeat (Nat Hentoff)
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BILL HOLMAN BIG BAND:
1 & 5-6: Conte Candoli, Ray Lynn, Al Porcino
(tp), Stu Williamson (tp and v-tb), Lewis
McGreery, Bob Fitzpatrick, Ray Sims (tb), Herb
Geller, Charlie Mariano (as), Bill Holman, Richie
Kamuca, Charlie Kennedy (ts), Steve Perlow
(bar), Lou Levy (p), Max Bennett (b), Mel Lewis
(d).
Hollywood April 29, 1957.
2-4: Same personnel as above except Harry
Betts (tb) replaces Lewis McGreery.
Hollywood, April 25, 1957.

The Fabulous Bill Holman

Bill Holman
 

 

2 LPs on 1 CD!
The complete original album The Fabulous Bill Holman (Coral 57188), which was Holman’s second LP as a leader. From
1954 to 1960 he was one of the most in demand jazz arrangers on the West Coast. However, he rarely recorded his own
material.
As a bonus we have added the album Kenton Presents: Bill Holman (Capitol H6500), also in its entirety, as well as two
tracks from the LP Bill Holman’s Great Big Band (Capitol ST-1464). This is an excellent testimony to the genius of Bill
Holman as both an arranger and a tenor saxophonist. 

“This is one of the year’s outstanding big band albums. As a unified work this piece can be considered Holman’s finest
writing to date. It is emotionally moving and conceptually fresh. Best of all – it swings around the maypole and back
again. For the best in West Coast  bigband jazz, this is it.” 
***** Downbeat (John A. Tynan)
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Ernst Reijseger [artistic director, cello]
Harmen Fraanje [piano, church organ, Wurlitzer
piano]
Sean Bergin [penny whistle]
Nederlands Kamerkoor

Cave of Forgotten Dreams

Ernst Reijseger

Composer and cellist Ernst Reijseger has written and recorded the soundtrack for Werner Herzog's »Cave Of Forgotten
Dreams«. Herzog made a documentary which is a wonderful portrait of the cave art discovered at Chauvet-Pont-d'Arc in
France. These paintings are achingly beautiful, and when Herzog's camera glides along the cave walls, accompanied by
the music of cellist Ernst Reijseger, it's impossible not to be moved and awed. 
Reijseger creates enchanting music for choir, organ, piano, flute and cello. The human voices of the Nederlands
Kamerkoor, Harmen Fraanje's organ sounds, Sean Bergin's flute and Ernst Reijseger's cello arise to a complex sound
painting. His music is a refreshment for the soul, far away from the noise and chaos of a big city. Reijseger has
composed music of unearthly beauty for the thirty thousand years old cave paintings and created a new cathedral of
sounds. 
Werner Herzog: "The music in this film is extremely important and adds a very strange beautiful different dimension to it.
Ernst Reijseger, a great and genius avant-garde cello player and composer."

The film was released in the UK in March 2011 to universal acclaim from the critics.
“PROFOUND, MYSTERIOUS AND UTTERLY ABSORBING” ***** EMPIRE
“IT'S ALMOST LIKE WATCHING THE REINVENTION OF THE CINEMATIC MEDIUM" ***** THE GUARDIAN
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